Hereditary stomatocytosis and cation-leaky red cells--recent developments.
The hereditary stomatocytoses (HSt) are a diverse group of conditions. Common features include hemolytic anemia, a red cell cation leak and morphological changes, but the severity of the condition can vary enormously. We have previously shown that one form of HSt (cryohydrocytosis), where the monovalent cation leak is increased at low temperature, results from amino acid substitutions in the membrane domain of band 3 (anion exchanger 1, SLC4A1). These substitutions appear to convert band 3 from an anion exchanger into a cation channel. More recently we found that over-hydrated hereditary stomatocytosis (OHSt) results from amino acid substitutions in Rh-associated glycoprotein (RhAG), a putative gas channel protein. Both band 3 and RhAG associate in the red cell membrane to form a macrocomplex that is thought to be involved in red cell gas exchange. In this paper I will review the data that has been published so far on the molecular basis of HSt. I will mention other similar conditions that cause either a cation leak or stomatocytosis or both, and consider the mechanisms of red cell shape change and permeability.